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WELCOME
DRAGON HUNTERS!
In this book you'll find a listing of dragons in the form of badges! There
are three types of dragons: Fiction Dragons, Non-Fiction Dragons, and
Activity Dragons. Meet each reading goal to catch a dragon. Each time
you complete a goal, show the librarian to earn your badge and prize!

List of Dragons
Fiction Dragons Pages
Each dragon is based off a type of fiction book genre. Read
different genres to catch a dragon egg and raise them into
adulthood.

Non-Fiction Dragons
Non-Fiction Dragons are fully grown dragons. Read non-
fiction books, books based on real things, people, or places.
Read non-fiction books to catch these dragons!

Library Scouts 
Badge Book 2

DRAGONS
This is book 2 of Library
Scouts Badge Book. For
book 2 ask your librarian!
Read books to earn badges
and prizes. 

Don't just limit your reading to bedtime or sitting on
the couch.  Explore different reading challenges and
complete fun tasks with books to catch these dragons!

Activity Dragons

Read 100 books and win Dragon
glider or a Dragon Plush!



If you had a dragon what would it
look like? Draw a picture of a dragon
here!

This is my dragonDRAGON READING CHALLENGE
Color in a book for each title you read! For
every 10 books you read earn a Dragon
badge! Collect them all and earn a Dragon
Glider or Dragon Plush! 
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Fiction Dragons
Collect dragon eggs by reading books. The more you read, the
smarter and stronger your dragon becomes! Color in the bar
when you complete the goal, then show a librarian to earn
your Dragon badge. Grow your dragon into adulthood and
earn a dragon prize.

This Dragon is fun-loving, energetic, open to new experiences, and can be very
spontaneous. They are motivated by taking part in fun, exciting, and adventurous
activities. 

Read a total of 9
action/adventure
books to fully grow
dragon!

Read 3 different
action or adventure
books for this egg

Read a total of 6
action/adventure 
books to hatch your
egg!

Read a total of 10
adventure/action books
to earn a mini dragon!
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Adventure Dragon

Singing with Books

Reading Party

Singing is a great way to
have fun. You and a friend
can sing just about
anything. Checkout a
picture book or a book
with poems then sing it out
loud! 

Watch a movie that
was a book then read
the book together
Make book related
snacks like Gummy
worms for the Hungry
Caterpillar

Host or attend a reading
party! Here are some ideas
for a reading party

Reading With Friends



Take a trip 
to the library!

Visit the library  to catch
this dragon! 
Then get yourself a library
card if you already don't
have one! Explore the
library to see what amazing
books it has to offer. 

Don't forget to ask about any fun activities or
clubs happening at the library! 

Too Many Books! 
Is your bookshelf at home
full? Are you running out of
room for new books?
Consider donating some
books to the Public Library
or a community Free Little
Library. 
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Read 3 different
Fantasy books to
earn this egg

Read a total of 9
fantasy books to fully
grow your dragon !

Read a total of 6
Fantasy  books to
hatch your egg!

Read a total of 10
fantasy books to
earn a mini dragon!

10

This Dragon is very nice and spends it time reading about magic. They live
in an enchanted world with fairies, unicorns and other magical creatures.
This dragon has the ability to cast magic and other supernatural powers.

Fantasy Dragon
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Read 3 different
Comedy books to
hatch this egg

Read a total of 6
Comedy books to
earn this egg

Read a total of 9
Comedy books to
fully grow dragon!

This silly dragon is always ready to have a good time. They can be found
goofing around and telling jokes to anyone who will listen. They like to have
a good laugh and play pranks. They like to read books like Stand Up, Yumi
Chung by Jessica Kim.

Comedy Dragon

Read a total of 10
Comedy books  and
tell the librarian a
joke to earn a mini
dragon

10

DOT ART

GET STARTED!
All you need is some colors. Paint, markers, crayons, any of
these will work. Make a dot pattern around and inside the
animal silhouette like in the example above.
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1. Start by coloring the cardboard
tube however you like. We made ours
look like wood. 
2. Cut out two circles from a large,
paper grocery bag. 
3. Attach one circle to one end of the
cardboard tube using a rubber band.
4.  Twist some wire or pipe cleaners.
then place them into the opening of
the tube. 
5. Fill the tube with rice or beans. 
6. Close up the other end of the tube
with the paper circle and rubber
band. 

YOU WILL NEED:
Sturdy cardboard tube (We used
the empty cardboard tube from
an paper towel roll)
markers or crayons
Large, brown paper grocery bag
Yarn
Rubber bands
Scissors
Pipe cleaners and/or craft wire
Beads, rice, beans, or other
material for inside the rainstick

DIRECTIONS FOR RAINSTICK

RAINSTICK 
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Mystery Dragon

Read 3 different
Mystery books to
earn this egg

This dragon loves a good case to solve. Always looking for clues, this dragon
has a great attention for detail. They have the ability to “think outside the box
and love to play detective. Their favorite book is The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle.

Read a total of 9
Mystery books to
fully grow your
dragon !

Read a total of 6
Mystery books to
hatch your egg!

Read a total of 10
Mystery books to
earn a mini dragon!10

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00A6VWMYK/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00A6VWMYK&linkCode=as2&tag=buggyandbuddy-20
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Read 3 different
Romance books to
hatch this egg

Read a total of 6
Romance books to
earn this egg

Read a total of 9
Romance books to
fully grow your
dragon !

Often seen daydreaming about love, this dragon has a warm-hearted
nature. They are friendly and generous. Their favorite holiday is Valentines
day. They read books like The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora by Pablo Cartaya. 

Romance Dragon

Read a total of 10
Romance books to
earn a mini
dragon!

10

YOU WILL NEED:
Bubble mixture (or watered
down dish soap)
Water colors or food
coloring
Bubble wand or straw
Cups to fill with bubble mix
Paper 

BUBBLE PAINTING

HOW TO BUBBLE PAINT

Mix dish soap, food coloring (or
watercolor), and water into
each cup – one for each color.
Stir gently – you don’t want to
make too many bubbles in
your cup because the bubbles
don’t work. 

take a straw or bubble wand
dip it into a color then blow on
the page. Watch your bubbles
pop and make a work of art!



Take a break from reading
and make some art! On the
700's shelf you'll find books
about crafts from around the
world! Check out one of these
books and earn the World
Craft Badge!

ARTS AND CRAFT TIME!

Give these crafts a try!
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Read 3 different
Historical books to
hatch this egg.

This dragon can be found traveling the world to historical and famous sights.
They love reading books and scrolls. They like to write stories that take place in
the past that may contain real people, places and situations but parts of the
story are made up. They read books like Turtle In Paradise by Jennifer L. Holm.

Read a total 9
Historical books to
fully grow your
dragon !

Read a total of 6
Historical books to
hatch your egg!

Read a total of 10
Historical books to
earn a mini dragon!

10

Historical Dragon
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Read 3 different
Space books to
earn this egg

Read a total of 6
Space books to
earn this egg

Read a total of 9
Space books to
fully grow your
dragon !

Space Dragon

Read a total of 10
Space books to
earn a mini
dragon!

10

From a galaxy far far away, this dragon is a little wacky. Traveling around
space to explore new worlds this dragon can be found reading books
like War of the Worlds  by H.G.Wells! 

Cook With Books! 
Take your reading into the kitchen! Checkout
a cookbook and make a recipe from it to
catch this dragon!

Before starting
this activity,
make sure that
you're cooking
with adult
supervision!

Try these books out!



Get Out and Read! 

READ A
DIFFERNT WAY!

Enjoy reading anywhere! You don't have to
limit yourself to just indoors. Find a comfy spot
at the beach, read at a prark under a tree, or
read anywhere outside that seems nice.

Don't just limit your reading to bedtime or sitting
on the couch. Read in a different way and have
fun with books! Go outside or play a game while
you read! Complete each activity to catch the
dragons.
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Read 3 different
Western books to
earn this egg

Read a total of 6
Western books to
earn this egg

Read a total of 9
Western books to
fully grow dragon!

Read a total of 10
Western books to
earn a mini
dragon!

10

This dragon loves anything set in the American Old West frontier and
dressing up as a cowboy. They love horses and camping. Their favorite
books is Ghost Town at Sundown by Mary Pope Osborne.

Western Dragon
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Read 3 different
Dystopian books to
earn this egg

This dragon can be found in abounded cities or near ruins. It can be found
reading dystopian novels, stories set in a post-apocalyptic time where
things have gone very, very wrong. This dragon is very good at survival.

Read a total of 9
Dystopian books to
fully grow your
dragon !

Read a total of 6
Dystopian books to
hatch your egg!

Read a total of 10
Dystopian books to
earn a mini dragon!

10

Dystopian Dragon

Take a break and color this dragon!
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Read 3 different
Thriller/Horror
books to earn this
egg

Read a total of 9
Thriller/Horror books
to fully grow your
dragon !

Read a total of 6
Thriller/Horror
books to hatch
your egg!

Read a total of 10
Thriller/Horror
books to earn a
mini dragon!

10

This dragons favorite holiday is Halloween. They love anything scary and
spooky. They prefer dark quiet places and staying up late at night. You can
find this dragon reading books like Frankenstein by Mary Shelly.

Thriller/Horror Dragon
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Plan your dream vacation to earn
this dragon! Check out books of
places around the world and pick
out fun things you would want to
see or do!

Take a trip  around the world!
 

On this shelf learn about past and current world history.
Studying history  helps us understand how events in the past
made things the way they are today. With lessons from the
past, we learn about ourselves, how we came to be, and also
how to avoid the mistakes of the past.

Try Books like these:
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Earn an additional badge

Plays, poetry and classic works of literature is what you'll find
on this shelf. You can also find books about famous authors
and their books.

Try Books like these:

Read a book about a person's life to earn
this badge. A biography is a true story
about someone's life. Biographies tell
about famous people, or ordinary people
who have done exciting things. They
usually center on one person's life and how
they have contributed to the world.
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Read 3 different
Realistic books to
hatch this egg

Read a total of 6
Realistic books to
earn this egg

Read a total of 9
Realistic books to
fully grow your
dragon !

Realistic Dragon

Read a total of 10
Realistic books to
earn a mini
dragon!
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This Dragon loves to hang out with it's friends. They are super friendly and
always ready to help out! They love to read stories that are made-up but
could very well happen in real life like the book Wonder by R. J. Palacio
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You'll also find books about sports and games here
too! Read books about a sport/game to earn these
badges!

Painting, sculpting, sewing, knitting, and music. There is an art
form out there just for you. Take a look on this shelf and find
what hobby works for you! 

Try Books like these:

Earn an additional badge
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Read 3 different books from the 000 section. In this section
you'll find books about computers, information, and world
record books.

Non-Fiction Dragons
Non-fiction dragons are fully grown, no need to hatch them
from their eggs. Read non-fiction books, to catch these
dragons. What is a non-fiction book? A non-fiction book is a
book filled with facts.  After reading a non-fiction book, color
in the bar. Once completed show a librarian to earn your
Dragon badge.

Try these books::
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Read 3 different books from the 100 section. In this section
you'll find books about computers, information, and world
records.

Try Books like these:

Ask 3 different questions and try
to find the answers in books.  
For example, Are there famous
women pirates? or Why is the
desert sandy?

Earn an additional badge
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Lego Time!!

600's is the applied sciences! On this shelf you'll find books
about the human body, medicine and technology. Look up
inventors and their creations or read about future technology.
Learn about how things work.

Try Books like these:

Did you know you can build
simple machines and mini
robots with Legos? Check out
this book and give it a try!



We wouldn't have much if not for the
pollinating services of bugs. Read all about the
world of bugs and why they mean so much!

We can learn so much on this shelf that it can't be contained to one
badge. Let's have a conversation about conservation! Our world is the
only one we have so let's learn about how to protect it.

Try these books and activities to earn these badges!

Read a book about science experiments and do
one yourself! Show a librarian and earn this
dragon badge. 

Space is so cool and huge! Pick a book about
space and read it! Tell the librarian what you
learned about space to earn this badge.

Learning about the Earth is super important.
Read a book about what we can do to help by
recycling, using solar energy, or gardening.

Did you know 71 percent of the Earth's surface is
water? Learn about the importance of our
world's oceans and the creatures that live in it.

Every plant and animal plays a major role in the
ecosystem and how our world works. Check out
a book about animals and learn all about them
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Read 3 different books from the 200 section. In this section
you'll find books about religions, myths, and cultural beliefs
around the world. 

Try Books like these:

If you like learning about
myths and world religions
try reading books by Rick
Riordan and the Rick
Riordan presents authors!

Books  you may like
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In the 300's you can also find books
with fairytales, folktales, and
legends! Read one of these to earn
another badge

Did you know over 8 billion people live on the planet Earth!
Read 3 different books from the 300 section to learn about
the different people that make up the world.

Try Books like these:

Earn an additional badge
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Try our Language App

Anything you need to learn about languages you can find
here. From ASL to Spanish it'll be here. You can finds books
here to also help you with spelling and English grammar. 

Try Books like these:

Want to learn a new language? With
your library card you can download
our free app called Mango! Go to
the app store or scan this QR code


